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INTRODUCTION 

The Ricegrowers’ Association of Australia (RGA) welcomes the opportunity to participate in the Select 
Committee on Floodplain Harvesting – Inquiry into Floodplain Harvesting.  This submission is in 
response to the Inquiry’s Terms of Reference.  The following advice is provided on behalf of RGA’s 
Water Committee, which is comprised of our members from the Murray and Murrumbidgee Valleys. 

1. THE RICEGROWERS’ ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA 

The RGA is the collective voice of rice growers in Australia.  The RGA represents the interests of around 
1200 voluntary members.  The main objective of the RGA is to provide members with strong and 
effective representation on issues affecting the viability of their businesses, their communities and 
their industry.  

The RGA is made up of eight branches located across the Riverina rice growing regions of NSW.  Each 
branch annually elects representatives to form the RGA Central Executive.  The Central Executive 
represents their respective branches in determining RGA policy and projects. 

The RGA is a member of the National Farmers’ Federation, National Irrigators’ Council and NSW 
Irrigators’ Council. 

2. THE NSW RICE INDUSTRY 

The NSW rice industry is located predominantly within the Riverina region of south-west NSW, with a 
small industry also situated in the Northern Rivers region of northern NSW. 

The NSW rice industry is reliant upon irrigation, mainly sourced from the Murray and Murrumbidgee 
Valleys.  Provided water is available, the NSW rice industry is considered one of the world’s most 
successful rice growing industries, delivering significant yields while leading the world in water use 
efficiency. 

 

According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), Australia is 
classified as the most efficient producer of rice in the world.  The NSW rice industry is also a world 
leader in water usage at 12 megalitres per hectare, with the world average being 15 – 20 megalitres 
per hectare, and with some countries using upward of 50 megalitres per hectare. 

  











4. ANY OTHER RELATED MATTER 

RGA notes that, since the most recent set of regulations have been disallowed, there has been no 
public information put forward by the NSW Government on what it intends to do next.  It’s also unclear 
how Government will draw upon the Select Committee’s current inquiry into FPH.  This represents a 
concerning policy/process gap that we would like to see addressed as a matter of urgency. 

As noted elsewhere in this submission, RGA would suggest that in order to garner state-wide support, 
any proposed future regulation for FPH must: 
 

• Confirm that the NSW Government intends to take a whole-of-system approach to addressing 
both the connectivity of system flows, and NSW’s interstate obligations under the Murray-Darling 
Basin Agreement and the Basin Plan. 

 

• Provide for adequate and transparent long-term testing and review, noting that extraction limits 
may need to be adjusted overtime to ensure better compliance with Basin Plan SDLs. 

 

• Refer to and support detailed stakeholder consultation for all irrigators in inland NSW, in a way 
that allows them to confirm that the principle of no third-party impact is being continuously met. 

5. CONTACTS 

For further information please contact: 

Rob Massina 
President 

 
 

Linda Christesen 
Manager – Water Policy 

 
 

  

 




